
Part One: 
Jeff in Venice
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On an afternoon in June 2003, when, for a brief
moment, it looked as if the invasion of Iraq had not
been such a bad idea after all, Jeffrey Atman set out

from his flat to take a walk. He had to get out of the flat
because now that the initial relief about the big picture had
worn off – relief that Saddam had not turned his non-existent
WMD on London, that the whole world had not been plunged
into a conflagration – the myriad irritations and frustrations
of the little picture were back with a vengeance. The morning’s
work had bored the crap out of him. He was supposed to be
writing a twelve-hundred-word so-called ‘think piece’
(intended to require zero thought on the part of the reader
and scarcely more from the writer but still, somehow, beyond
him) that had reached such a pitch of tedium that he’d spent
half an hour staring at the one-line email to the editor who’d
commissioned it: 

‘I just can’t do this shit any more. Yrs J.A.’ 
The screen offered a stark choice: Send or Delete. Simple

as that. Click Send and it was all over with. Click Delete and
he was back where he started. If taking your own life were
this easy, there’d be thousands of suicides every day. Stub your
toe on the way to the bathroom. Click. Get marmalade on
your cuff while eating toast. Click. It starts raining as soon
as you leave the house and your brolly’s upstairs. What to
do? Go back up and get it, leave without it and get soaked,
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or . . . Click. Even as he stared at the message, as he sat there
on the very brink of sending it, he knew that he would not.
The thought of sending it was enough to deter him from doing
so. So instead of sending the message or getting on with this
article about a ‘controversial’ new art installation at the
Serpentine he sat there, paralysed, doing neither. 

To break the spell he clicked Delete and left the house as
if fleeing the scene of some dreary, as yet uncommitted crime.
Hopefully fresh air (if you could call it that) and movement
would revive him, enable him to spend the evening finishing
this stupid article and getting ready to fly to Venice the
following afternoon. And when he got to Venice? More shit
to set up and churn out. He was meant to be covering the
opening of the Biennale – that was fine, that was a doddle –
but then this interview with Julia Berman had come up (or
at least a probable interview with Julia Berman) and now, in
addition to writing about the Biennale, he was supposed to
persuade her – to beg, plead and generally demean himself –
to do an interview that would guarantee even more publicity
for her daughter’s forthcoming album and further inflate the
bloated reputation of Steven Morison, the dad, the famously
overrated artist. On top of that he was supposed to make
sure – at the very least – that she agreed to grant Kulchur
exclusive rights to reproduce a drawing Morison had made of
her, a drawing never previously published, and not even seen
by anyone at Kulchur, but which, due to the fear that a rival
publication might get hold of it, had acquired the status of a
rare and valuable artefact. The value of any individual part
of this arrangement was irrelevant. What mattered was that
in marketing and publicity terms (or, from an editorial point
of view, circulation and advertising) the planets were all in
alignment. He had to interview her, had to come away with
the picture and the right to reproduce it. Christ almighty . . .
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A woman pushing an all-terrain pram glanced quickly at him
and looked away even more quickly. He must have been doing
that thing, not talking aloud to himself but forming words
with his mouth, unconsciously lip-synching the torrent of
grievances that tumbled constantly through his head. He held
his mouth firmly shut. He had to stop doing that. Of all the
things he had to stop doing or start doing, that was right at
the top of the list. But how do you stop doing something
when you are completely unaware that you’re doing it?
Charlotte was the one who pointed it out to him, when they
were still together, but he’d probably been doing it for years
before that. Towards the end that’s how she would refer to
this habit of muted karaoke. ‘That thing,’ she would say.
‘You’re doing that thing again.’ At first it had been a joke
between them. Then, like everything else in a marriage, it
stopped being a joke and became a bone of contention, an
issue, a source of resentment, one of the many things that
rendered life on Planet Jeff – as she termed the uninhabitable
wasteland of their marriage – intolerable. What she never
understood, he claimed, was that life on Planet Jeff was intol-
er able for him too, more so, in fact, than for anyone else.
That, she claimed, was precisely her point.

These days he had no one to alert him to the fact that he
was walking down the street mouthing out his thoughts. It
was a very bad habit. He had to stop doing it. But it was
possible that, as he was walking down the street, he was
forming the words, ‘This is a very bad habit, I must stop
doing it, it’s even possible that as I walk down the street I
am forming these words . . .’ He glued his mouth closed again
as a way of closing off this line of thought. The only way to
stop this habit of forming the words with his lips was to stop
forming the words in his brain, to stop having the thoughts
that formed the words. How to do that? It was a major
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 undertaking, the kind of thing you got sorted out at an ashram,
not cosmetically at a beautician’s. Eventually everything that
is going on inside will manifest itself externally. The interior
will be exteriorized . . . He made an effort to smile. If he could
get into the habit of doing this constantly, so that his face
looked cheerful in repose, then the exterior might be interi-
orized, he might start to beam internally. Except it was so
tiring, keeping smiling like that. The moment he stopped
concentrating on smiling his face lapsed back into its
unbeaming norm. ‘Norm’ was certainly the operative word.
Most of the people passing by looked miserable as a dis -
appointing sin. Many of them, if their faces were anything to
go by, looked like their souls were scowling. Maybe Alex
Ferguson was right, maybe chewing gum ferociously was the
only answer. If so, the solution was at hand in the form of a
newsagent’s. 

Behind the counter was a young Indian girl. How old?
Seventeen? Eighteen? Gorgeous, though, and with a bright
smile, unusual in her line of work. Maybe she was just starting
out, taking time off from her A-levels or whatever they were
called these days, filling in for her surly father, who, though
he spoke little English, had so thoroughly adjusted to British
life that he looked every bit as pissed off as someone whose
ancestors had come over with the Normans. Atman was always
taken aback by his exchanges with this guy, by the way that,
brief though they were, they managed to sap any sense of
well-being he’d had on entering the premises. It was difficult
to repress the habit of saying ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ but, as
a reprisal, a protest, at the guy’s refusal to abide by the basic
courtesies, Jeff always picked up whatever he was buying –
the paper, a bar of chocolate – and handed over the money
silently. Not at all like that today, though. Jeff gave her a
pound coin. She handed him his change, met his eyes with
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her own, smiled. Give her a few years and she would scarcely
pay any attention to whoever she was serving, would just
look up, grab the money and not try to make of the exchange
anything other than the low-level financial transaction it was.
But for now it was quite magical. It was so easy to make
people (i.e. Jeff) feel a bit better about life (i.e. himself), so
easy to make the world a slightly better place. The mystery
was why so many people – and there were plenty of occa-
sions when he could be counted among their number – opted
to make it a worse one. He went away feeling happier than
when he’d come in, charmed by her, even sort of aroused.
Not aroused exactly, but curious. Curious about what kind
of underwear she might have been wearing beneath her T-shirt
and low-waisted jeans – exactly the kind of thinking, presum-
ably, that many in the Muslim community – the so-called Muslim
community – used as justification for the full-face veil. He had
read, a few days earlier, that British Muslims were the most
embittered, disgruntled and generally fed up of any in Europe.
So why was there all this talk about the need for Muslims to
integrate into British life? The fact that they were so pissed
off was a sign of profound assimilation. What better proof
could there be?

Chewing over this important Topic – at the last moment
he’d opted for chocolate rather than gum – Jeff walked on to
Regent’s Park. The fact that he should, at this point, have
returned home and got back to work meant that he kept
going, walked through the park under the cloud-swollen sky
and crossed Marylebone Road. 

A creature of deep habit, Atman was programmed, the
moment he set foot on Marylebone High Street, to go to
Patisserie Valerie’s and order a black coffee with a side-order
of hot milk and an almond croissant – even though he didn’t
want either. Normally he came here in the mornings but now,
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in the post-lunch doldrums, it was too late for coffee, too
early for tea (it was that time of the day, in fact, when no
one wanted anything) and far too late to read the paper –
which he’d read extra thoroughly, hours earlier, as a way of
putting off writing his stupid think-piece. Fortunately he had
a book for company, Mary McCarthy’s Venice Observed. He’d
first read it four years ago, after getting back from the 1999
Biennale, and had started re-reading it now – along with the
other standard books on Venice – as preparation for the return
trip. His almond croissant was the size and complexion of a
small roast turkey and in the time it took to chomp through
it he was able to read the entire section on Giorgione’s The
Tempest. 

McCarthy reckoned there was ‘a new melancholy in the
chronic leisure’ of the renaissance nobility. Could a similar
melancholy be detected among the leisured ladies of
Marylebone High Street? Apparently not. Like everything else
leisure had changed with the times, had sped up. So there was
actually a kind of urgency about these wives of investment
bankers and hedge fund managers negotiating the brief interval
between lunch and picking up their kids from the lycée or the
American School. They had learned the lesson of leisure, the
importance of contriving things so that there wasn’t time to
be unhappy. Back in the Renaissance time mounted up without
passing so that sudden storms are forever on the point of
breaking. Hence the melancholy that ‘suffuses Giorgione’s
paintings, a breath of unrest that just fails to stir the foliage
of the trees . . . It is the absolute fixity of his scenes that makes
this strange impression.’ 

Atman hadn’t seen the painting in 1999 but it was one of
the things he was most looking forward to this time around
(if he had the time): seeing The Tempest, gauging the painting
– and the city – against what McCarthy had written about it.
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Stuffed with pastry, tense with coffee, he left Valerie’s and
browsed through the Oxfam bookshop, all part of the normal
pattern of a walk along Marylebone High Street. What was
completely out of the ordinary was to find himself looking in
the window of an expensive-looking hairdresser’s. He had
never paid more than ten pounds (with tip), had not had his
hair cut anywhere but a barber’s for thirty years, not since
the unisex craze of the mid-seventies, and, most importantly
of all, he didn’t need a haircut. But here he was, opening the
door, entering, taking the first steps towards doing something
he’d been thinking about for years: getting his hair dyed. For
a long time he’d thought of grey hair as a symptom, a synonym
of inner dreariness, and had accepted it, accordingly, as
inevitable – but all that was about to change. He shut the
door behind him. The hair-conditioned interior smelled nicely,
of product and potion, and looked conservative – not the kind
of place where getting your hair dyed anything other than
orange or pillar-box red marked you down as a hopeless
square. It had the atmosphere, almost, of a clinic or spa. A
man with shapeless brown hair – was it a subtly suggestive
ploy that hairdressers so often looked like they needed a
haircut? – asked if he had an appointment. 

‘No, I don’t. But I wondered if you had a slot now.’ 
He looked at the appointment book, heavy and much-

amended, a kind of Domesday book of the hair world. 
‘Cut and wash?’ 
‘Yes. Actually, I was wondering . . .’ He felt as embarrassed

as a character in a 1950s novel buying French letters. ‘Might
it be possible to perhaps get my hair dyed?’ The guy, who
had seemed only marginally interested, at this point became
more focused. 

‘Yes,’ he said. ‘Dyeing is an art like everything else. We do
it exceptionally well. We do it so it looks real.’ 
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‘That’s Sylvia Plath, right?’
‘Indeed.’ A hairdresser who quoted poetry. Well, this really

was an upmarket place. Or perhaps this kind of thing came
as standard in this part of London. Jeff would have liked to
respond with some kind of counter-allusion but could dredge
nothing up. He explained that he didn’t want anything too
radical, wanted it to be subtle. 

‘Like this?’ the guy smiled. 
‘Like what?’ 
‘Like mine.’ 
‘Wow! Yes, exactly.’ It was hard to believe his hair was

dyed – it looked entirely natural and he still had a little grey
at the temples. They moved into more detailed negotiations.
It would cost a fortune but the great thing was that in ten
minutes – he was lucky, the guy said, they’d just had a cancel-
lation – Jeff was in the chair having his hair slightly cut and
dyed . . . ‘Discreetly, very quietly,’ he thought to himself, but
it was too late now to make use of this retaliatory bit of Plath:
the man who’d welcomed him was evidently some kind of
maitre d’; the actual dyeing was done by a young woman
with multiple piercings (eyebrow, nose, a saliva-gleam of
tongue stud), who preferred to work in silence. Fine by Atman.
He was preoccupied, as he sat there, by the implications of
coming out as a man who dyed his hair. It was the kind of
thing you did if you emigrated to America, went to begin a
new life in a place where no one knew your former grey-
haired self – but he was reinventing himself on his home turf,
in London, on Marylebone High Street. You grow older imper-
ceptibly. Your knees begin to hurt perceptibly. They don’t get
better. Occasionally they get worse and then improve but
they never get back to what they were before. You begin to
accept that you have a bad knee. You adjust your walk to
compensate and alleviate but, by doing so, you set the scene
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for lower-back pain. These things were complicated and some-
times impossible to fix. And now one of the symptoms of
ageing – possibly not the worst, but certainly the most visible
– was being dealt with, painlessly and quickly. It was as simple
as that. All it took was money and a bit of time. Apart from
that, you just sat under one of these Martian dryers, waiting,
wondering if you should have opted for a lighter shade – or
a darker one. Or just a trim.

The moment arrived, the moment of untruth. The silver
foil was taken off. Jeff was tilted back over the basin. His
hair was washed with almond-scented shampoo, rinsed.
Flipped back into upright mode he was confronted, in the
mirror, with his new hair. Wet, it looked Thunderbirds-black.
Having it dried was like watching a Polaroid in reverse. The
black gradually faded to a convincing shade of rejuvenation.
It had worked! His hair was dark without looking dyed. He
looked ten years younger! He was so pleased by the result
that he could have spent ages gazing at himself adoringly in
the mirror. It was him but not him: dark-haired him, plau-
sibly youthful him. All in all it was the best eighty quid he’d
ever spent in his life. (The only thing that could have made
him happier was to have found a way to claim it back on
expenses as necessary preparation and research for the
Biennale.) And tomorrow he’d be on his way to Venice. Life
was sweet, a lot sweeter than it had been three hours previ-
ously when he’d left the house as a way of putting off writing
a stupid article – which still had to be written. If it hadn’t
been for that, if he didn’t have to get back and write his stupid
article, he’d have been tempted to drop in at the newsagent’s
again, to buy another Topic and see if that young Indian girl
was still there. 

Back home, back at his desk, the perennial question kept
cropping up: how much longer could he keep doing this stuff
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for? For about two minutes at a time, it turned out, but even-
tually these two minute increments – punctuated by emails
pinging in and out – mounted up. God, what a miserable
way to earn a living. Back in the days when his hair was
naturally this colour – or darker – it had been a thrill writing
stuff like this, or at least seeing it in print was thrilling. The
fact that his dyed hair had sort of rolled back the years
brought home how little progress he’d made in the inter-
vening decade and a half. Here he was, doing the same shit
he’d been doing fifteen years ago. Not that that made doing
it any easier; it just made it more depressing. As always he
struggled to get anywhere near the required word length and
then, after padding and expanding, ended up with too many
words and had to expend still more energy cutting it back
to the required length (which always turned out to be more
than was actually published). Still, by eleven o’clock he’d
finished, cracked it, done it. He celebrated with camomile
tea – there were days of heavy drinking ahead – and the
remains of Newsnight, amazed at how grey Paxman’s hair
had become. 
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